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Dear Friends and Colleagues of the Reinhardt Arbraham Memorial Foundation
The past year 2014 has again been an eventful one. With the support of all of you we were able to
accomplish all of our goals!
The last meeting of the Committee of Trustees took place in November where new interns were
selected for the next term of the Trainee Program at Boeing. Since the program was launched
August 1997, sixty-six students have successfully completed the Trainee Program at Boeing an
further four will join in 2015.
46 students accomplished research work on an exchange basis at the University of Washington and
the Technical University of Berlin. In addition, we were able to win more program alumni for a
professional career at Lufthansa Technik.
This outstanding success of the Program could only be achieved thank to the dedication of The
Boeing Company. Michael, Garratt, Stephan Eelman and April Stempiniak from Boeing have
contributed in recent years to our success. Unfortunately Michael Garratt will be leaving us after 10
Year of exceptionally good cooperation. On behalf of all members of the RASf team I would like to
thank Michael Garrett for his excellent job. We welcome Michael Vander Wel, who will tak over
Michael’s position.
Due to the conservative funds management of our foundation we could keep the impact of the
economic environment low which allowed us to pursue our mission as we did in the past years.
Last but not least, I want to thank YOU, all our friends of RASf, for your continuous and loyal support
and your trust in our work. I very much hope that we can rely on your help also in the future.
On behalf of all members of the RASf team I wish you a peaceful Holiday Season and a good start
into a healthy, happy and successful New Year 2015!
sgd. Bernhard Conrad
Chairman of the Board
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Lufthansa Technik AG

Talent Relationship Program “Technik Talents” and university contacts

Another successful year of partnership with Boeing and RASf comes to an end.
This year an extreme increasing number of students applied for the exchange program of Boeing.
We are very glad about the popularity of the program. After pre-selection two interview days with 19
candidates took place in November. The 4 selected students will start their internship at Boeing in
2015.
One of the selected guys from the year before -Mr. Shettigar- ended his internship in September. He
was very successful at Boeing and received several appreciation certificates from Boeing (2
‘Pride@Boeing’ awards’- through the Boeing Recognition Program which enables managers to
acknowledge their colleagues exceptional performance at a variety of levels).
In spring Lisa Kremer started her professional career at Lufthansa Technik AG as a StartTechnik
trainee. At the moment she is in USA for her second assignment, working at the reconstruction
project of the Lockheed L-1649A Super Star.
I send my best wishes to all of you for a festive holiday season and a prosperous New Year 2015!

Yours sincerely,
Savenia Budinic
Lufthansa Technik AG
Talent Relationship Management &
University Contacts
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Richard Klünder
Klünder
Boeing Trainee Program
March 2014 to Sep 2014

Acknowledgments
I would like to start by thanking the people who made
my amazing experience at The Boeing Company

other members of the 737 Product Integration &
Improvement team who have always been supportive
during my stay and enhanced my learning experience
by answering what-so-ever question and helping me
to fulfill my tasks. I would like to finish these
acknowledgments by mentioning that it was an
amazing experience to be part of The Boeing
Company and that the most remarkable part of it was
the helpful attitude people throughout the company
possessed. It has been stated in previous trainee’s
reports, but you can ask anybody for help and the
person will either assist you him/herself or will guide
you to somebody that might be of help.
Work

possible. First of all I would like to thank Ms. Savenia
Budinic, Mr. Bernhard Conrad and the entire staff of
the Deutsche Lufthansa Berlin-Stiftung for the amazing
program. Furthermore I would like to thank Mr. Michael
Garret from BCA for his trust in my abilities and the
selection for the scholarship. In addition I would like to
mention my gratitude to Mr. Michael Vander Wel that
he will take-over parts of the responsibility for the
program and for interesting conversations with insights
in his experience as an executive manager. I am also
very grateful to Ms. April Stempniak from BCA Global
Engineering and Technology & Global Trainee
Program for finding a placement within the company
for me and for working out all the organizational
issues. I would also like to thank Ms. Savenia Budinic
for setting up the contact to Mr. Matthias Beck, a
former scholar of the Reinhardt Abraham Memorial
Foundation and a current Lufthansa Technik (LHT)
employee who has been the advisor for my Bachelor’s
thesis before and while I worked at Boeing. Thanks to
both of you for the continuous support and the
interesting insights at Lufthansa.
Furthermore I would like to thank Mr. Jim Ruckle for
inviting me to be part of the team led by him at the
737 facility in Renton and Mr. Isaac Opoku who has
been my lead engineer and from whom I had the
opportunity to learn a lot. I am also very grateful to all

During my stay I served as process engineer in the
737 Product Integration & Improvement team for the
final assembly of the Boeing 737 in Renton, just south
of Seattle. Our team was part of the Production
Engineering group and the objectives included the
search for means to improve the quality and reduce
the time and/or costs for the final assembly of the
Boeing 737. Our offices were placed right between the
two production lines of the 737 airplanes and I must
say that it was a great experience to be so close to the
production. Due to the team’s job description of finding
means to improve the production processes I was
able to spend a very significant part of my shifts on the
shop floor which was one of my favorite parts of work.
Being so close to the aircrafts, following the
mechanics assembling and being able to learn about
different processes and parts of the aircraft not only
increased my knowledge about planes but about
Production Engineering in general. I benefited hugely
from the knowledge of the mechanics and engineers
who sometimes had over 30 years of experience and
with whom I had the opportunity to work.
During the first weeks I was able to be part of a
workshop which’s topic was the optimization of the
hydraulic tubing systems installation in the aircraft. The
workshop and the work on one of the Kaizen items
that came out of it made it easy for me to feel
integrated and helped me to quickly start feeling
productive. During the following weeks I also became
responsible for my own project which was the search
for an optimized installation process of one of the
airframe panels. I was able to conclude this project
successfully during my six month, which was a very
fulfilling experience. Furthermore I was able to work on
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the development of a new tool used during the
installation of the overhead storage bins. I was able to
develop this tool together with an experienced
member of the team using rapid prototyping
technologies. Cooperating with the mechanics
responsible for the installation of the stowbins we went
through various incrementally improved designs until
we could order the final 3D-printed prototype of the
tool which was able to fulfill all the requirements. It was
great to learn from an experienced team member
about the design of the tool and 3D-printing, actually
designing the tool using CAD software and then
seeing it being used successfully during the build
process.

Seattle Seahawks event at the Renton plant
Besides the technical projects I was also engaged in
two projects which required both technical and
business knowledge, which was great for me as a
student of “Industrial Engineering and Management”
(Wirtschaftsingenieurwesen). These projects consisted
of the analysis of possible cost savings obtained by
the use of different types of fasteners on the airplanes
airframe and a six-sigma project drilling down on the
root causes for a budget overrun. Overall I had the
opportunity to be engaged in projects with a wide
range of topics which made my stay very interesting
and allowed me to learn an incredible number of new
things, which in the end was one of my main goals for
this internship.

Visiting the 787 Dreamliner gallery
I would like to conclude this part with one advice for
future trainees: as mentioned in previous reports it is
your personal responsibility to make the best out of
this amazing opportunity. It is not an easy thing to do
but if you feel that your work does not satisfy you or
does not align with your goals please do speak up
about it. From my experience I can say that everybody
will try to help you to find great projects to work on,
projects that you are personally interested in and
which make you feel that you can contribute to
Boeing’s success. The only thing you have to do on
your own when you are not completely satisfied with
your job at Boeing is to speak up. I did so after about
two month of my internship because I wanted to be
engaged in more projects. My manager and lead
engineer did indeed respond very friendly to this and
helped me to become engaged in projects which
suited my interests better and which made me feel
more productive. They even assigned me my own
project. If you mention your concerns in a friendly and
respectful way you will find all the help necessary to
make your internship a successful and very joyful
learning experience.
Training
Boeing provides great training opportunities to its
employees. I was allowed to spend more than one
tenth of my time at Boeing in class. A ten day sixsigma green belt training, a five day hands on training
in the Renton site 737 Moonshine shop for prototyping
and tool production and classes on the Design of
Experiments and Matlab increased my knowledge on
top of the subjects I learned about during my regular
job position within the company. The training sessions
were yet another great part of my stay.
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Outside of work
I have been staying in the Seattle area as an
exchange student during 2006/07. Back then I fell in
love with the amazing scenery of the area. During my
2014 stay I discovered yet again that there is really no
outdoor sport (well, maybe you will not find volcano
boarding) you cannot practice in the area. Beautiful
hikes, river rafting tours and wakeboarding on
Washington’s lakes made my free time very fun.
Running and cycling the Greenlake area on a daily
basis was awesome.

Going out to party with old and new friends and
getting to know about Seattle’s night life now that I was
above 21 years old was very fun.
One of the most memorable experiences was the
Seattle Seafair and its airshow. Seeing the Navy's flight
demonstration squadron “Blue Angels” perform their
incredible stunts was absolutely amazing and I went
both days to see the show twice. Since Boeing
sponsored the event they also had overflights of the
737 and the 787.

Sunset at the “beach” at Greenlake, 500 yards from
the apartment
The Blue Angels over Lake Washington
Besides that I used the opportunity of returning to
Seattle to reunite with my former host family and
friends. It was a pleasure to meet all these people
again and I spent a lot of time with my host family
kayaking, barbecuing and just hanging out and
catching up on old times.

Weekend trips throughout Washington State and to
Vancouver, B.C. in Canada also contributed to my
overall amazing experience in the greater Seattle area
as part of The Boeing Company.
Concluding this report I would like to thank all the
people from The Boeing Company, Lufthansa Technik
and the TU Berlin for allowing me to be part of this
amazing program at the prestigious Boeing Company.
I did not only learn a lot but also had a lot of fun, at
work and outside of work. Thank you so much and all
the best to all of you.

Reunion with my host dad
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Philipp Gauss
Boeing Trainee Program
Sep 2014 – March 2015

round-trip flight with Kenmore Air, the local airline with
floatplanes. To our surprise we got upgraded to a
scenic flight with a de Haivlland Canada Otter. A very
memorable flight I highly recommend!

I will never forget the day, I received the phone call
from Mrs. Budinic. It was in December 2013 and my
family was visiting me in Berlin to attend my Bachelors
graduation ceremony. It couldn’t have been a better
occasion to receive the news that I have been selected
for the Boeing Trainee Program. Two months before
that call, I was nominated for the 5th place as a
successor of the lucky
lucky four participants after the
interview selection. The odds were highly unlikely that
somebody will pass this unique chance and I didn’t
doubt for one second to take the upcoming offer.

Figure 2 - Another day in the office
My position at Boeing is in the Regulatory
Administration group. In particular I share my work
time between to smaller teams: One deals with
upcoming and recent regulations on new
technologies, while the other focuses on system
integration of certification processes. This may sound
solely administrative, but it isn’t and the placement
exceeded my expectations. What intrigues me is the
fact that this division deals with certification as an
overhead organization, overseeing all airplane
programs at Boeing and working directly with the FAA.
That helps me a lot to see the bigger picture at
Boeing.

Figure 1 - Birds Eye view over Seattle’s skyline
After a long time of waiting and postponed farewells in
Berlin, I found myself arriving in Seattle on a summery
weekend in late September (with blue sky and 31
degrees Celsius). Since David arrived one week
behind me, I met regularly with Shrinag and Richard.
Both were a great help in the beginning! A smooth
transition between the intern generations is necessary
as things can easily be handed over. A full week of
free time with good weather before my internship
started helped me a lot to get settled.
settled During the
following week, when all four interns were in Seattle at
the same time, we made a road trip to one of the
surrounding islands. In addition I found a cheap

Figure 3 - The Barn
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I work in a variety of fields in liaison with different
departments. Getting to know the regulatory side of the
business is very valuable for me, pursuing a career in
aerospace, since all stakeholders in this industry need
to comply with those regulations. Moreover I value the
diversity at Boeing. My group alone hosts seven
different nations. In a highly international environment
it’s all about working together to contribute, building
such a complex product.

Besides that David and I took a lot of opportunities
meet people at the company, like Michael Carriker
(Boeings Chief Test Pilot). Recently we established
contact with the nice folks from Lufthansa Technik in
Everett and met with Markus Löhn (The
The Lufthansa
Group Representative at Boeing).
Boeing To our surprise he
graduated in Aeronautical Engineering at the TU
Berlin. During our stay we also attended the handover
ceremony of ZA003 (the third Dreamliner test airplane
used during certification) to the Historic Museum of
Flight.

One of the major benefits of this program is in fact that
nearly everything has been set up upon your arrival by
the previous generations. This will ensure a smooth
start for all new generations. The apartment in the
Greenlake area already hosted a few generations. The
landlords and neighbors are very nice and they are
willing to host future generations. Also David and I put
some effort into the apartment to give it a new look.
The rent for this location is very reasonable right now,
since they are rising here, similar to the situation in
Berlin.

Figure 4 - Inside tour of Boeing ZA003
As previous generations pointed out numerous times:
It is solely the responsibility towards yourself to make
the most out of your time here (this applies to both
private life and work) By showing self-initiative, the
colleagues will honor you and your work. This was
already a very rewarding experience during my work.

Figure 6 - Mt. Rainier Mirror Lake

Figure 5 – My American V8 for one week

Seattle is a great city with a high quality of living and
has lots of things to discover. It offers a vivid music
scene with various concerts venues. So far the
weather wasn’t as rainy as expected. Therefore I let my
pictures speak for themselves. The time
time literally flew by
the last weeks. We hiked at Mt. Rainier and did a
weekend road trip to Vancouver with a rented Dodge
Challenger V8. We are eagerly looking forward to
begin the skiing season soon. Which is another
advantage of the start the internship in fall, since there
are numerous skiing areas around Puget Sound. The
best is yet to come with the start of our Private Pilot
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training. We both just applied at the time of writing of
this report. Upon completion of my internship I will try
to travel the West Coast and Hawaii. This will be in
addition to an already once-in-a-lifetime stay in the
United States.

Maurice Martin
University of Washington
Sep 2014 – March 2015
Studying abroad requires a lot of preparation. It starts
with the application, recommendation letters and ends
with visa and travel arrangements. I had to talk to my
professors at Technical University of Berlin to change
some test dates for me because American universities
start earlier. Therefore, I encourage everybody who
wants to participate at the RASF program to plan
ahead and have the nerves to go through all required
processes.

Figure 7 - EMP Museum Seattle
Working for such a company itself is a very valuable
experience and with the support of such a program it
can open many, many doors for your future career. I
want to encourage everyone, but especially the
students of aeronautical engineering from TU Berlin to
apply for this program. Take this chance! For me, it
has been the greatest reward of my time at university.
Lastly I would like to express my gratitude towards the
people involved, for their support and giving me this
opportunity in my career. In particular this involves Mr.
Bernhard Conrad, Mrs. Savenia Budinic from the
Reinhardt-Abraham-Scholarship
from
Lufthansa
Technik, Mr. Michael Garret and Mrs. April Stempniak
from Boeing. Furthermore I would like to thank all the
people who helped me applying for this program!
Especially my friends, Martina H. who assisted me
writing my motivational letter and Andre K., since he
encouraged me to not apply for this program at a later
point in time.

But in the end, I was welcomed by beautiful warm
sunshine on my first day in Seattle. The first month
here was very different from the rainy picture I had in
my head before I arrived. It still felt like summer and it
was a perfect time to explore the city and its
surroundings.
There are many things going on around the campus
before college starts. Especially FIUTS, UW’s
foundation for international students, offers a variety of
trips and events in and around Seattle. It is a great way
to meet likeminded people around the world and get a
first impression of UW and the city.
I am lucky to stay with my girlfriend’s relatives who can
tell me where the exciting spots are and welcomed
me very much in their home. I did not know they live
here after I was accepted to the RASF program. My
girlfriend and I came here together, who studies at a
different college.
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And there are the Seahawks who won the last year’s
Super bowl. Now, it seems, everybody is a fan. It is a
bit like in Germany when the national soccer team
plays in the World Cup. I noticed that even BOEING
had a “12” flag (12th man of the team) on their Renton
factory. I wanted to see them live in the stadium, but
the tickets are very expensive after last year’s victory.
Instead, I watch it almost every Sunday with my host
family, who never miss a game.

Seattle is in a very unique location. It has all the culture
of a big city and on the other hand, there is the ocean,
a lot of forest and mountains very close by. I especially
enjoyed the nature Washington has to offer. I
recommend climbing up the mountain at the
rattlesnake lake (see picture). Once you are at the top
you are literally right on the cliff of the mountain with a
breathtaking view, but there are many other parks and
trails to explore. There are simply too many to see
them all during the two quarters. The city on the other
side, has many bars, restaurants, theatres and
sightseeing attractions. I loved the relatively small
Shakespeare theatre just below the Space Needle.
Although I have never been a huge fan of
Shakespeare, the actors really made an impression on
me.

After the university started, I had less time for
sightseeing. My courses keep me pretty busy with
homework and tests throughout the quarter. The
classes are very different than at the Technical
University of Berlin. You have lectures almost every
day (but shorter, which is better in my opinion) and
work much more with software. The professors are
more “relaxed” and you can just go into their office
and ask a question about the homework or chat about
other projects.
I like to work out after a stressful day and the university
offers so many sport activities for that. You can join a
club, participate in a sports program or just go to the
IMA, which has a big gym, swimming pools and much
more.
The time here flies by very fast and I am looking
forward to Thanksgiving and Christmas to do even
more exciting things in and around Seattle.

In Seattle two things are very popular: Starbucks and
the Seahawks (football team). The first Starbucks store
was established at the Pike Place Market. Therefore,
Starbucks is everywhere, sometimes two stores are
only some blocks away. So I never run out of coffee.

Finally, I want to thank everybody who is involved in
the program: RASF, Lufthansa Technik, Boeing
Company and the international office at the Technical
University of Berlin, who helped me a lot with the
preparation.
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Roland Rückert
University of Washington
Sep 2014 – March 2015
11hours I finally arrived in Seattle. My host family
picked me up from the airport even though they had
to wait for 2 hours as I was being held in customs for
that time. I made it out of there eventually and set foot
in the city I was going to live in for the next 6 month.
Ever since that moment it has been a fun and exciting
ride. And it has been easily worth all the paperwork
which needed to be don upfront.
I can highly recommend participating in the FIUTS
homestay program. It was the perfect opportunity to
get an insight perspective of how the American
everyday looks like. My host family also supported me
greatly throughout the first two weeks and helped me
to get around Seattle and to sort out paperwork the
university required me to fill in. During that time I had
lived in West Seattle in a rather big house mainly
made of glass with a spectacular view over downtown.
The apartment I now live in plays in a different league I
guess. It´s a medium sized townhouse I share with two
other American guys. One of them is actually working
at Boeing which I think helped during the room
casting process as we immediately had something to
chat about.
The weather during the first couple of weeks has been
rather perfect. So perfect even that I did regret not
having brought any shorts or sunglasses. But Rain
city, as Seattle is well known for, showed its true face
pretty soon after those last weeks of summer.
However, I still have not bought a proper rain jacket
and have to say that I go along just fine. Because
usually the rain over here is not as pouring as I was
afraid it would be. And yes, besides all After a long but
pleasant flight of roughly the rumors and stereotypes
people in Seattle use umbrellas.

prepare for. Once adapted though, I can see the
benefits since all that prevents one from being left
behind in class. In addition it saves me time by getting
one subject done in ten weeks whereas it would take
me at least four month in Berlin. The people working
for and at the university are always of great help an
supported me throughout the whole time. I am getting
emails from my graduate advisor just so she knows
everything is fine.
The beauty of the county is well beyond of what I have
imagined prior getting here. Although assignments
and midterms keep be busy I was able to participate
in quit some tours to the surroundings of Seattle so far
the city itself is also very pleasant to walk through. It is
quite a hilly area which I had to get used to on my
every day walk to class and which makes going by
bike even more exciting. Next week friends of mine
and I will be going to Vancouver over Thanksgiving
since it is just a few hours by bus to get there.
On an average day I spend most of my time at the
beautiful campus and the adjoining University District.
That’s the area most of the students hang out at during
the week. There are plenty of places to eat and drink.
From Friday onwards we head out for Downtown,
Fremont or Capitol Hill. The latter I prefer especially as
most of the concerts I went to took place in that area.
Also, we spend the Halloween night in Capital Hill
which was one of the most surreal moments in Seattle
so far. I felt underdressed to say the least.
Time began to run fast a few weeks ago and the first
quarter is slowly coming to an end. I am already afraid
of my stay in the US to be over soon. But there is still
plenty of days left for me to learn new things, meet
good people and go to many more concerts until then.
Concluding I want to thank the RASF and the TU
Berlin for their support without which all the above
would not be possible.

The Aeronautics Astronautics Department is located
next to a big fountain on campus. It took me a couple
of weeks to get used to the system as the form of
teaching differs greatly compared to my home
university. On average there are around twenty
students per class which helps since it is more likely to
get to know each other. There are plenty of
assignments, lab reports, midterms and finals to
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David Niehaus
Boeing Trainee Program
Sep 2014 – March 2015
My application to the 2014/2015 term of the Boeing
Trainee Program was actually the second time I
applied. After I failed my interview the year before I
asked Mr. Marock for feedback as it was clear to me
that I would not let this amazing opportunity slip from
me. Mr. Marock actually took the time to confer with
Mr. Garret and provided me with very helpful
comments regarding the reasons for my dismissal.
Following this feedback I set out to strengthen my
academic engineering background, an effort that was
recognized during my interview for this year’s round. I
believe this experience is especially helpful for future
intern generations as reflects the reward this program
holds for students who show self-initiative.
For their immense contribution to my opportunity of
working here I would like to thank everyone involved
at
Lufthansa
foundation’s
Reinhardt-Abraham
Scholarships, the Boeing Company and Berlin
University of Technology. In particular I would like to
say thanks to Mr. Bernhard Conrad, Ms. Savania
Budinic, Ms. April Stempniak, Mr. Michael Garret and
Mr. Peter Marock.
The organization of my relocation to Seattle entailed a
long administrative process prior to my departure. The
process itself is explained in detail in your internship
handbook, I would just recommend checking for daily
updates to ensure your timely start. Like Philipp I
arrived one week prior to my start date. This actually
gave me more than enough time to take care of
administrative details such as social security card,
bank account and cell phone. As Philipp points out in
his newsletter the fact that previous internship
generations have made an agreement with the
landlord of an apartment in Seattle’s Greenlake area
provides you with a great starting place. After
acquiring a car, I used the remainder of my free week
to discover Seattle and its surrounding regions such
as Mercer island and Bellevue. Since all four interns
were in Seattle at the same time we also had the
chance to go over a lot of experiences Richard and
Shrinag made during their six months in Seattle,
advice that was and still is very helpful to us. This
personal contact between the four of us was an

important aspect of our smooth start here, therefore I
recommend any new internship generations should
have a short get-together whilst you are all preparing.

Figure 8: All four interns of the 2014/2015 round

My trainee placement is the Production Engineering
Core department whose responsibility it is to maintain
the production of Boeing’s 747, 767 and 777
programs. More specifically I work for the Outplant
Tool Engineering group, which ensures that tools used
at Boeing’s suppliers are actually conforming to all
necessary specifications for the later assembly
process here in Everett. In addition to my work
supporting the group’s general activities I am also part
of several projects that are spanning across the entire
Production Engineering Core department and give me
therefore an even wider view of the different
interactions occurring in this area.
The most important advice I received from previous
interns and what I find to be absolutely correct is the
importance of your self-initiative. As an intern nearly
everybody at Boeing wants to make sure you see and
understand as much as possible from the company.
However it requires your active approach of these
people. Philipp and I both joined REACH, a Boeing
program that connects new employees within the
company through a number of different events. We not
only met new friends through this program but had
also the opportunity to attend a formal dinner, which
was hosted by executives of Boeing, including the
COO. There are however also a lot of other
opportunities. A colleague I met at a meeting took the
time to show Philipp and me around the delivery
center and the flight line and explain all the operations
in detail.
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It is hard to believe for me that we have been in the
country for only six weeks for we have had busy
schedules, not only trying to get up to speed for our
respective assignments at Boeing but also with the
multitude of activities Seattle offers. In addition to a
skiing trip to Canada, panned over the upcoming
Thanksgiving holidays, Philipp and I enrolled for a
Private Pilot License training. We are eagerly looking
forward to our first flight in our training aircraft and are
in the meantime coming to grasp with the exhaustive
theoretic material.

Figure 9: Boeing's Dreamliner on display

As you might have heard Seattle itself is a great city.
There are a lot of different cultures and ethnicities
represented in Seattle (and at Boeing!), a mixture that
gives the city a very cosmopolitan feel. This diversity in
people, culture and food means you will always
discover something new when you are going into
town.
Throughout the last month we did a lot: We visited
great concerts in Seattle and are currently looking
forward to visit some of the famous museums. Due to
the proximity of Canada we took the chance to drive
up to Vancouver for a weekend and took an extra
detour to enjoy the marvelous countryside that you
find all around the Pacific Northwest. Of course we
also celebrated Halloween. But our to-do list still has a
lot of open tasks!

Figure 11:
The space needle - one of Seattle's most famous landmarks

Figure 10: Deception Pass on Whidbey Island
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Shrinag Shettigar
Boeing Trainee Program March 2014 – Sep 2014
S
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SIMPLY
EXHILIRATING
ATMOSPHERE
TOTALLY
TANTALIZING
LIFE-STYLE
EXPERIENCE

Now as I look back, it has been over a year that I was
interviewed by the representatives from the Boeing
Company and Lufthansa Technik AG. I still cannot
believe that time flew by so quickly that it is already 3
weeks that I returned from a lifetime personalprofessional experience at the Boeing Company and
greater Seattle, United States. Being selected for this
program was a big surprise for me as I had no
aerospace background – neither studies nor work.
However, I was really excited that after working in the
automobile and ship construction industry, thanks to
this program I get to explore the 3rd mode of transport
– Airplanes.
After the initial cold start, the Visa processed zoomed
through in less than 10 days and the following day
after receiving my Visa I was already in Seattle. As the
plane circles to line up with the SeaTac runway, it
already gives you an impression of the city,
highlighting the Space Needle, Century Link and
Safeco Field sports stadiums. You complete
immigration and a Boeing representative is waiting to
escort you to your hotel. Boeing transport’s smallest
vehicle the Chevy Suburban drives you through parts
of Seattle giving you a closer look at what you saw an
hour ago from the flight window. Boeing transport was
also very friendly and they make this 30 min. ride a
good city tour. My mind was already busy making a
list of things to see! This first hour made me feel
welcomed. It was my first time in the States and I just
(Images L to R): Experiencing 4th July celebrations in Bothell,
Blue Angels at the Sea Fair and Sailing in the puget Sound

Sailing in the Puget Sound

Global Trainees 2014 for lunch at Whidbey farm

blended in, making myself comfortable right from the
beginning.
After this Boeings hospitality elevates to the next level
– the 15 night Hotel stay in a very comfortable suite
and the transport/rental car facility for the initial week.
The luxury service made me feel like a Prince.
First Day and Orientation
At the Seattle field facility, I get to formally sign the
contract and snap my photo for the Boeing badge.
The badge with my name and photo on it = MOMENT
OF PRIDE, no words can describe the feeling. The
orientation program punches a bigger Aww as after
watching the presentation and videos it truly sinks in
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that how mighty and diverse the Boeing Company
truly is. Later trainee partner Richard and myself we
were escorted to Renton.
Renton Factory – First Glimpse
Our manager Mr. Jim Ruckle at the Renton plant
warmly welcomed us. After a short ice breaking
session, Sir briefed me about our department,
introduced me to my lead Mr. Isaac Opoku and
showed me my desk. Sitting next to the production
line of the 737 and watching 2 planes roll out
everyday, 42 a month… Whoaa Amazing…!!
Working at Boeing and Renton Factory
Slowly and steadily as I settled into Boeing, work
started flowing to my desk. The initial days was spent
more on understanding the airplane, production
system and related guidelines. Quite some time was
also spent arranging the necessary approvals to gain
access to systems and data. And yes, this period also
included tremendous amount of trainings to bring
myself to speed with Boeing policies and work
methodology. However, it was very interesting for me
since during this time I could understand and
distinguish characteristics of work experiences from
homeland India, Germany, Brazil and United States.
The trainings also opened up new horizons in terms of
work culture in US and at the Boeing Company.
Through the entire learning curve - professional and
American culture, one thing was very clear, people
were very helpful and no question went unanswered at
Boeing. Each time as a trainee I needed guidance or
information about something, people were really glad

(Images L to R): Mr. Isaac Opoku – My Lead, Jim Ruckle Sir - My
manager, Mr. Chakravarthy, Ms. April Stempniak – My
International coordinator, Sir Mike Garrett – My Interviewer and
Sponsor, Richard Kluender – My Trainee Partner and Sir Mike
Vander Wel – Successor to Mr. Garrett during our Farewell Lunch

On the Edge at Rattle Snake ledge.

As the sky turns cloudy, the sunlight focuses on Downtown Seattle from Alki Beach
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to offer their help. I really cherished this because it
helped me learn and grow faster. If one factory did not
have the solution, there was always the freedom to
visit Everett, the biggest production facility on earth
and benchmark their methodologies.
Even though I was not from the Everett factory, the
shop floor workers and managers were always open
to sharing their experiences and key learnings helping
me foster and speed up projects. Mainly due to this
attitude of Boeing employees I was actually able to
make a collaborative effort and knowledge transfer
between 2 of Boeing’s legacy airplanes – the 737 and
the Queen of the skies - 747. Nevertheless, amidst the
positives, there were also something’s that I really
needed to keep control over to ensure that my project
does not fade out or get sidelined. Here God’s grace,
self-motivation and self-initiative were of key
importance to prevent slippage of deadlines and risk
of not being able to complete a project in six months.
Boeing leisure activities
Lucky to be in Seattle during one of the longest
summer in years as they said, I had a really good
chance to involve myself in various activities organized
by the clubs of Boeing – Reach, Bewet, Cycling,
Astronomy club, etc. From team building activities, to
volunteering, cycling, indoor rock climbing, camping
and river rafting, Boeing has it all and at a discounted
price for Boeing employees. It was also another
positive of the Boeing Company that it cares about its
employees even out of work. I tried to manage my
time in a best possible way and participate in most of
(Images Top L to Bottom R): World’s longest beach with close
friend Mitra, Visit to close family and cousins in Dallas, Texas and
the Indian festival at Redmond, Washington State

such activities. Now that I look back I cannot believe
the amount of things I did in those 6 and half months.
Fun and Recreation out of Boeing – Living in Seattle
Living in Seattle was my first experience of Work-Life
balance. For this I am grateful to Mother Nature and
the people of Seattle.
I drive west and I am at amazing Puget Sound water
fronts, islands or National Parks, I drive South West
and I see the mighty Pacific Ocean. The east has
some really good rolling mountains, cascades and
rivers and the North was colorful with Tulip fields and
Vancouver B.C. If these seemed to be longer drives
after work, then there were the shorter ones that
comprised amazing trails and hikes within a quarter to
an hour’s drive. Our apartment was also very well
located near Green Lake with a bike and jog trail, Lake
Washington and Union Lake. If Mother Nature was not
enough then at a couple of miles was the University of
Washington and its surrounding area that gave a
complete student life feeling. There was so many
choices to spend leisure time that it would actually get
confusing to decide which one is better. A variety of
activities from evening Kickball, Volleyball or Softball
games to weekend sailing trips, camping, hiking or
trekking can ensure that you are utilizing time
effectively 24 x 7. People in greater Seattle behind the
freeze are very humble and outgoing. I made
numerous friends in these six months and some really
good close friends for life. Seattle being close to
Bellevue and Redmond the home of Microsoft and
many Indians made me luckier. Here I could have
really true to Indian taste food and festive experiences.
Visit to the Redmond Indian festival was a home
coming feeling for me. Apart from that United States
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and Seattle had their own set of festivals like the 4th of
July celebrations, Sea Fair, Music and Folk life festival
which all had their pleasant surprises for the locals
and tourists. Thanks to the company of my friends I
could also make a lot of road trips to the nearby
islands, mountains, waterfronts and countryside in and
around
Washington State. Being a driving fanatic, I was always
ready to hit the road and challenge the speed limits
that were way lower than even the minimum required
on the German autobahn. However, exceptions for
those stressful occasions when my dear friends on the
road, the Traffic controllers, profiled me for miles until
finally they would pull me over. Touch wood I never
got a ticket but surely got an experience of how one
changes their driving habits drastically when the cops
are around ;)
Last Days – Boeing and United States
The last weeks at the Boeing Company and my heart
had already begun the countdown, month got into
weeks and week into days. The last 5 days were the
most difficult ones, especially having in mind that it is
highly likely I would not see any of the shop floor
mates and amazing people I worked at Boeing
Company ever again . The fact was very clear
especially knowing that Seattle being so far away from
Germany and India, there would have to be a really
strong reason to travel back. And surely just a travel or
visit to Boeing and Seattle can never quench the thirst
of working and living there, so highly magnetic are the
people and the place. The last walk down the
production aisle, I surely had a more than usual moist
eye. After my last day at the Boeing Company my
Lead took me and my trainee partner out for lunch

and we had a nice time refreshing memories from day
one till the end. The next day I caught a flight
diagonally across the country to Dallas, Texas to visit
my relatives and cousins and also explore the extreme
opposite. Texas truly had a different style that
compared to the Northwest. I did enjoy experiencing
the true American countryside, homemade Indian food
and also the Ebola scare :D :D.
Couple of weeks later I was back in Seattle making the
most of my time and meeting close friends and
colleagues from the Renton facility and Seattle
cherishing and embracing memories for a lifetime.
This experience truly has made an impact on my life
and Thank you will be very little to express my
appreciation here. For me this program apart from the
professional and personal experience has also been a
big financial support to my Masters study in Germany.
My Heartfelt gratitude to this program and all the
members from Lufthansa Technik AG – Reinhardt
Abraham Scholarship foundation and the Boeing
Company, for their continuous efforts to keep this
program going despite tough conditions.
Vielen Dank RASf, Lufthansa Technik AG und
Boeing…!!

Last day at the Boeing factory.
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Note for future students: This is an amazing
international experience which develops interpersonal
skills, working in a culturally diverse workplace and
putting to test ones abilities in demanding conditions.
So do not wait to submit your application

Boeing 747 – At the Lufthansa Technik Hanger
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A Merry and Peaceful Christmas Time
To All of You and
A Happy and Successful New Year
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